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Abstract:
Internet of Things is a grandiose emerging technology which is adding smart to everything and can be stated as physical
devices connecting to internet where the devices are embedded with sensors, etc and they can communicate with each
other. IOT is a technology where the devices work with least human intervention and communicate with each other over
a network. As IOT is an emerging technology with heterogeneous system there is a greater chance of security risks and
threats arising day by day as by 2022 there are registered 18 billion devices to be connected. Health care is one of the
major concern of the industries with minimum human interventions and effective and efficient results for that IOT has
been also associated with the health care industries. This paper aims at describing IOT architecture with security
challenges in IOT and  it’s usage in healthcareindustry.
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INTRODUCTION:

IOT is as name stated things or physical objects connected through internet over a network. It allows devices
to be sensed or controlled remotely without changing network infrastructure thus satisfying the property of
portability [1]. It is the network of physical objects which are able to collect and exchange the data without
human interference.

IOT can help in business development through IOT analytics to produce better results. Bussiness in different
sectors as manufacturing, infrastructure, retail stores, transportation, oil& gas sector can utilize the benefits of
IOT by making more accurate and scrutinised decisions.

IOT platform can be helpful to reduce cost for professional business through expertised process efficiency and
productivity. Real time insights and analytics can be developed which are used to take smarter decisions with
improved tracking in the devices connected to sensors utilised for connecting and exchanging data remotely.

IOT has a number of applications in healthcare from remote monitoring systems to medical device integration.
It has the capability to make the patients away from critical conditions and to improve their health.

This paper describes IOT architecture firstly along with Security challenges in IOT in Section 2 and role of
IOT in health care industries in section 3.
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IOT ARCHITECTURE
There are four stages in IOT architecture with specific functionality, utilisations and productivity.

Figure [1] illustrates architecture of IOT :

DATA CENTER/ CLOUD :
ANALYTICS, MANAGEMENT,

ARCHIEVE

EDGE IT : ANALYTICS, PRE-
PROCESSING

INTERNET GATEWAY : DATA
AGGREGATION, A/D,

MEASUREMENT, CONTROL

SENSORS/ACCURATORS: WIRED
WIRELESS

Figure [1]

STAGE 1 (SENSORS/ACCURATORS): The first stage of IOT architecture are the sensors or accurators
where sensors are devices which collect the data from the surroundings and convert them into useful data and
accurators are the devices which perform the task of shutting off a power supply, adjusting an air flow valve
or move a robotic gripper in an assembly process.

As the data is the heart of an IOT architecture and there are several types of data at different levels and thus
for sensing each and every type of data, accordingly there should be sensors or accurators. We are very much
thankful to the rising technology which provided low power wireless sensor network technologies and power
over Ethernet, etc.

STAGE 2 ( INTERNET GATEWAY) : The data sensed by the sensors are in  analog form and thus these
data are needed to be converted into digital form for further processing. Data Acquisition Systems (DAS)
completes the task of data aggregation and other conversion functionalities. The DAS connects to the sensor
network and performs the task of analog to digital conversion.

The internet gateway receives these aggregated and digitalised data and then it routes it over WIFI, wired
LANs, internet, to the stage 3 for further processing.

STAGE 3 (EDGE IT) : Once the data is being digitalised and routed over the internet by internet gateway in
stage 2, it gets ready to cross in the realm of IT. However the data is still not completely ready and thus more
processing is needed before it is sent to the data center. This is the scenario where edge IT performs more
analysis and makes data ready for the data center. Normally the offices of the edge IT processing are located
at remote locations however they reside nearer to the sensors.
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As IOT data can consume a large amount of network bandwidth, it is liable to have systems at the edge
capable of performing analytics to eliminate or lessen the burden of core IT infrastructure.

STAGE 4 (CLOUD) :Data that needs more processing and needs more core analysis which does not have to
give quick response to the feedbacks are forwarded to the data centres or cloud system.

Cloud system or Data center are places where more powerful analysis and processing is performed on data for
more in-depth usage which comes at very higher level of usage by various core data users.

SECURITY CHALLENGES IN IOT
As stated earlier IOT is an emerging and huge technology reaching in our day to day life and thus threats and
risks in such systems or technologies are also emerging[4-6]. Security threats and challenges are a major
concern in every uprising technology for a smarter and safer service. Some security challenges in IOT are
mentioned and described below :

 Data Security : Collecting and manipulating data is one of the major concern of various organisation
and institutions. Data Security comprises of threats to data namely data encryption security, today billions of
data is being collected and retrived where major sum of data is personal and needs security to prevent data
leackage.

To secure these personal data proper encryption should be used and a breach in this type of system results in
unauthorised data usage, to prevent this type of Breachment secure socket layer protocol should be used
wherever the data is online.

Data Authentication is also a vital field which is to be provided by security to prevent unauthorised access of
any data. Improper data logging systems and improper strange data access notification system causes such
security Breachment.
For example you encrypt your personal data of tempreture in house through a sensor but is not
authenticatedthen it can put you in a wrong impression about the tempreture of the house causing trouble as
anyone can crack into the system and make fake data.
 Side |Channel Attack : Even though the data is encrypted  and authenticated but still there is scope for
side channel attack to get encountered. This type of attack focuses more on how information is presented
rather than information itself.
For example if anyone can access power consumption, timing information, etc then these type of data can be
used in side channel attack.
 Hardware Issues : Companies and many organisation are bended towards developing hardware that is
fully secures which can be used in IOT but has still now been able to develop such a hardware system which
minimises security gaps.
The problem is designing new chips for a security oriented system would be more expensive and make the
overall price go high which would again create an issue. Affordable IOT devices won’t be able to use such
chips which will compromise in the security failures.
The best way to handle hardware security is to have stringent testing hardware in place with particular
functionality which has to be undertaken as following:
1.) Device Range : You need to be very specific about the range metrices of your device or application.
2.) Latency and Capacity :Capacity is the handling speed of the network whereas latency is  the total time
taken by the devices to transfer or exchange data.
3.) Manufacturability test : When one designs and builds an IOT device, many components are used
which are manufactured by various companies and thus testing of these hardware is necessary although there
is assembly line testing performed then too there should be another testing for proper verification.

ROLE OF IOT IN HEALTH CARE INDUSTRIES
Today healthcare industries needs a lot of staff to look after the improvements of patient’s health which is
tedious and thus IOT is needed in healthcare industries where there are systems which would generate
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efficient results without human interference which helps doctors preserve patient’s record with minimum
probability of examining irrelevant cases.

Usage of IOT in healthcare industry are described as follows :

 Real Time Location Services : Using IOT , the doctors can make usage of real time location services
of different medical equipments while treating patients as many times the case is such where former team of
doctor or staff keeps these equipments at different places which makes it hectic to find them at proper time.
Using this IOT service, doctors can be helped to locate the equipments.
 Predicting the time of patients :With the use of IOT , hospitals are also able to know the time of
patients arriving without their notification which helps hospital in patient management service.
 Hygiene Compliance : There are certain hygiene monitoring systems which are used to detect the
cleanliness in the hospital and also of the worker over there. This system is very useful as according to Center
of disease control and prevention in the United States, one in every 20 patient is infected by the infection
through improper hygienic control.
 Remote Monitoring : Remote monitoring is one of the vital use of IOT in healthcare industry as it is
used for the patients who are not able to visit the health care centres. Problems of patients are sensed and the
data is exchanged through the remote system which helps doctors operate those patients.

CONCLUSION
IOT is an aggrandising technology where there are new concepts and innovations happening day by day and
due to which many security breachment are introduced which are to be eliminated as in future many billion
and trillion devices are going to get connected exchanging data over internet along with the data which is used
in medical field which is trivial and their security would be a major task to be taken for a secure network.
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